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Abstract
This paper presents a novel design of a coplanar gyro-free inertial
measurement unit (IMU) that consists of seven to nine single-axis linear
accelerometers, and it can be utilized to perform the six DOF measurements
for an object in motion. Unlike other gyro-fee IMUs, this design uses
redundant accelerometers and state estimation techniques to facilitate the
in situ and mass fabrication for the employed accelerometers. The alignment
error from positioning accelerometers onto a measurement unit and the
fabrication cost of an IMU can greatly be reduced. The outputs of the
proposed design are three linear accelerations and three angular velocities.
As compared to other gyro-free IMUs, the proposed design uses less integral
operation and thus improves its sensing resolution and drifting problem. The
sensing resolution of a gyro-free IMU depends on the sensing resolution of
the employed accelerometers as well as the size of the measurement unit.
Simulation results indicate that the sensing resolution of the proposed
design is 2◦ s−1 for the angular velocity and 10 µg for the linear acceleration
when nine single-axis accelerometers, each with 10 µg sensing resolution,
are deployed on a 4 inch diameter disc. Also, thanks to the iterative EKF
algorithm, the angle estimation error is within 10−3 deg at 2 s.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

An IMU (inertial measurement unit) is a sensor unit
that performs the integrated measurement of the six DOF
movement parameters. In this way, we can obtain the position
of an object in motion in space, which includes: three location
coordinates in X, Y,Z and three rotation angles in pitch, yaw
and roll. As compared to other sensing techniques that perform
six DOF measurements, an IMU has the advantages of mobility
and thus has been widely utilized in navigation systems for
precise positioning [1–3].

Most of the IMU systems consist of three gyroscopes and
three linear accelerometers. And they acquire the orientation
angles of an object in motion by one integral operation on the
angular velocities, which are measurements from gyroscopes;
the location information by two consecutive integral operations
on the linear acceleration, which are measurements from linear

accelerometers [1–4]. This approach is straightforward and
can accurately acquire the six DOF movement parameters as
long as the high precision inertial sensors are incorporated
in the IMU. Due to the fact that high-precision gyroscopes
are usually more expensive than accelerometers, some
researchers proposed gyro-free IMU systems, which implies
that the proposed six DOF measurement unit consists of
accelerometers only [5–8]. As concluded in those reports,
the sensing resolution of gyro-free IMUs is usually worse than
IMUs composed of gyroscopes and accelerometers. However,
gyro-free IMUs are inexpensive and thus applicable to lots of
applications that require low-cost and medium performance,
such as those for car navigation [9], virtual reality [10] etc.

In the conventional gyro-free IMU designs,
accelerometers had to be attached to the object in motion
at specific locations, in a 3D manner, to ensure its proper
operation. As a consequence, it is not only expensive
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to assemble but also susceptible to alignment error that
would deteriorate its sensing resolution. The outputs of
gyro-free IMUs for rotation dynamics can either be an-
gular acceleration or angular velocity, depending on the
configuration of accelerometers deployed in an IMU.
Furthermore, the configuration that produces angular
acceleration measurements is considered to be more reliable
than that of angular velocity and thus has been widely adopted
[5]. Since the outputs of most gyro-free IMUs are angular
accelerations and linear accelerations, they need one more
integral operation than the IMU composed of gyroscopes and
accelerometers, which makes them more vulnerable in cases
where dc bias and/or noise are present in accelerometers
measurements [11].

In the past few years, MEMS (micro electro mechanical
systems) research work focused on device physics and
component-level designs and has made distinct MEMS inertial
sensors affordable to lots of applications. Nowadays, research
effort has gradually migrated from MEMS components
design to MEMS systems design aiming for better system
performance and more effective cost reduction. Above is
the concept of MEMS SoC (system on chip) and has been
considered as the next milestone in the MEMS research
area. One of the major challenges in the MEMS SoC is the
fabrication process integration for a variety of components in
a system. Most of the MEMS process fabricated components
on the same facet of a wafer, which hampers the possibility of
fabricating a conventional gyro-free IMU as a MEMS SoC. In
a word, for the gyro-free IMUs to benefit from the approaches
of MEMS SoC, all the incorporated sensors must be in situ
fabricated on the same substrate of a wafer.

In this paper, we proposed a brand new coplanar gyro-
free IMU design. Our design used redundant accelerometers
and state estimation techniques. As such, all the employed
accelerometers can be situated on the same facet of
the measurement unit and still have a stable operation.
Furthermore, these incorporated accelerometers can be in situ
and mass fabricated by some accelerometer-making processes.
These unique features facilitated the concept of MEMS
SoC and minimized the error and cost from positioning
accelerometers onto the object to be measured. Moreover,
the output of the proposed gyro-free IMU are three angular
velocities and three linear accelerations. The integral
operation is reduced by one and thus greatly improved the
sensing resolution and drifting problem [11].

2. Gyroscope-free inertial measurement unit design

2.1. Gyroscope-free inertial measurement theory

Figure 1 shows the relation between the earth-centered inertial
frame {i} and body frame {b}. �Ro is a position vector from
earth-center to the center of the body frame. �Rj is a position
vector from earth-center to location j and �rj is a position vector
from the center of the body frame to location j . �w is the
rotation rate of the body frame. According to the coordinate
transformation, the acceleration at location j can be written as
follows:

�̈Rj = �̈Ro + �̇w × �rj + �w × ( �w × �rj ) + 2 �w × �̇rj + �̈rj . (1)

{i}

{b}
jjr

 

jR
 

oR
 

iX

iY

iZ

bY

bZ

bX

Figure 1. The schematic of inertial frame versus body frame.

In the case that the body frame is rotated with the object in
motion, brj , the �rj vector represented in the body frame, is
constant. Therefore, equation (1) can be simplified as follows,

iR̈j = iR̈o + Ci
b
bẇ × brj + Ci

b
bw × (bw × r rj )

(2)
iR̈j = iFj + ig,

where iFj is the specific force applied at location j and ig is the
gravitational force, both of which are represented in the inertial
frame. Ci

b is the conversion matrix that can transform a vector
represented in the body frame into a vector represented in the
inertial frame. Assuming (1) a single-axis accelerometer is
rigidly mounted on the object at the location j with the sensing
direction of �ηj and (2) the gravitational force can be obtained
in advance and the accelerometer output is calibrated such that
it responds to the specific force only, the accelerometer output
Aj can be written in the following:

Aj = �̈Rj · �ηj = bR̈j · bηj

= Ci
b

(
iFo + Cb

i
bẇ × brj + Cb

i
bw(bw × brj )

) · bηj

= [(brj × bηj )
T bηj ]

[
bẇ
bFo

]
+ bηT

j · (bw × (bw × brj )).

(3)

Supposing there are m accelerometers distributed onto the
object, the accelerometers measurements can be arranged in
vector form,




A1
...

Aj

...

Am




= J ·
[

bẇ
bFo

]
+




bηT
1 · (bw × (bw × br1))

...
bηT

j · (bw × (bw × brj ))

...
bηT

m · (bw × (bw × brm))




J =




(br1 × bη1)
T bη1

...

(brj × bηj )
T bηj

...

(brm × bηm)T bηm




. (4)

If the matrix J T J is invertible, the relation between
the dynamics of an object in motion and the measurements
from accelerometers located at various locations can be shown
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Figure 2. Cube-type gyro-free IMU versus coplanar gyro-free IMU.
The arrows denote the sensing direction of each accelerometer.

as follows:[
bẇ
bFo

]
6×1

= (J T J )−1J T







A1
...

Aj

...

Am




−




bηT
1 · (bw × (bw × br1))

...
bηT

j · (bw × (bw × brj ))

...
bηT

m · (bw × (bw × brm))







.

(5)

Excerpting from equation (5), we obtain a set of nonlinear
differential equations for the angular velocity.

[bẇ]3×1 = (J T J )−1J T (1 : 3, :)

×







A1
...

Aj

...

Am




−




bηT
1 · (bw × (bw × br1))

...
bηT

j · (bw × (bw × brj ))

...
bηT

m · (bw × (bw × brm))







. (6)

Equation (6) is referred to as the ‘governing equation’ in this
report.

According to the governing equation, for the existence of
the (J T J )−1, the minimum number of accelerometers needed
for a gyro-free IMU is six. Furthermore, the complexity
and nonlinearity of the governing equation depend on the
locations and sensing directions of accelerometers deployed
onto the object. Most of the in-use gyro-free IMU designs
use the configuration of accelerometers deployment shown in
figure 2 [6–8], for the reason that the associated nonlinear
terms in equation (6) disappeared. Those IMU designs obtain
angular accelerations by sum/subtraction on accelerometer
measurements and result in a stable and reliable operation.
However, the expense is that it needs two consecutive
integration operations to obtain orientation angles.

2.2. Planar-type gyro-free IMU

The proposed coplanar configuration denotes that all the
accelerometers employed in the measurement unit are situated
on the same facet of the measurement unit at the same
elevation. The way to construct such a gyro-free IMU, using
the minimum number of accelerometers, is employing three
accelerometers measuring the acceleration along the direction
parallel to the plane surface of the measurement unit (in-plane
sensing), and the other three accelerometers measuring the

acceleration along the direction perpendicular to the plane
surface of the measurement unit (out-of-plane sensing). This
is because the in-plane sensing accelerometers can provide,
at most, three linearly independent row vectors for the J

matrix, and out-of-plane sensing accelerometers can provide,
at most, another three linearly independent row vectors for the
J matrix. These six single-axis accelerometers, employed
for constructing an invertible J matrix, are referred to as
‘system-accelerometers’ in this paper. Figure 2 shows an
example of the proposed coplanar gyro-free IMU design. The
biggest advantage of the coplanar configuration is that all the
accelerometers can be in situ fabricated on the same substrate
at the same time and thus the fabrication cost and alignment
error are minimized. However, the shortcoming is that the
resulting governing equation is nonlinear.

2.3. Observer-based gyro-free IMU

After acquiring the governing equation, the operation of a
gyro-free IMU is indeed an ‘observer’ problem, meaning that
obtaining system states information, angular velocities of a
physical system in this case, with the knowledge of the system
governing equation. According to the observability theories
[12], we can only implement an ‘open-loop observer’ for this
system because there is no ‘system output’ associated with
the governing equation. Furthermore, an open-loop observer
can observe system states successfully only when either the
system is stable or the knowledge of initial conditions is
presumed. In the coplanar gyro-free IMU design, it can be
shown that (appendix A) the stability of the system depends
on the angular velocities to be measured, and no matter what
the accelerometers configuration is, the system would become
unstable along with the trajectory of angular velocity. As
suggested by the observability theories, we would implement
a ‘closed-loop observer’ to solve the open-loop observer
problem, and firstly is to find the ‘output’ for the system.

We proposed using redundant accelerometers, other than
the previously described system-accelerometers, to create
outputs for the system. These accelerometers are referred
to as ‘observer-accelerometers’ in this paper. Since they
are accelerometers deployed in the IMU, these observer-
accelerometers can be described by equation (3). Furthermore,
these observer-accelerometers outputs can be arranged in a
way to associate themselves with the outputs from system-
accelerometers. As a result, the observer-accelerometer output
consists of measurements from system-accelerometers and
angular velocities only.


Ao1
...

Aoj

...

Aom




=




(bro1 × bηo1)
T bηo1

...

(broj × bηoj )
T bηoj

...

(brom × bηom)T bηom




(J T J )−1J T

×







A1
...

Aj

...

Am




−




bηT
1 · (bw × (bw × br1))

...
bηT

j · (bw × (bw × brj ))

...
bηT

m · (bw × (bw × brm))
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+




bηT
o1 · (bw × (bw × bro1))

...
bηT

oj · (bw × (bw × broj ))

...
bηT

om · (bw × (bw × brom))




. (7)

Equation (7) can be treated as system outputs for a gyro-free
IMU system. Combining governing equation (6) and system
output (7), we now have enough information to construct a
closed-loop observer to identify angular velocities.

A legitimate question to ask is: where these observer-
accelerometers should be located, most importantly, what
the sensing directions of these accelerometers should be?
A simple derivation (appendix B) shows that any out-of-
plane sensing accelerometer, other than those in system-
accelerometers, cannot provide angular velocity information
in equation (7). Therefore, the observer-accelerometers must
be in-plane sensing accelerometers.

In a dynamic system, the rank of an observability matrix
and its associated singular values are the indications for the
feasibility of an observer design [13]. The observability matrix
of a nonlinear system can be obtained as follows:

Wo = �[zż . . .]′, z = [Ao1 . . . Aoj . . . Aom]. (8)

In this particular case, the existence of derivatives of z

depends on the derivatives of angular velocity. Consequently,
the number of row vectors in the observability matrix is
determined by the existence of high-order derivatives of
angular velocity along the trajectory.

As shown in equations (7) and (8), the configuration
of system-accelerometers and observer-accelerometers affects
the observability of a system and thus the performance of
states estimation speed and accuracy. Even though we know,
in theory, we should design the accelerometer configuration
(number of incorporated accelerometers, locations, sensing
directions, etc) based on the system observability matrix, it
is extremely difficult to do so not only because the analytical
solution of the observability matrix is complicated but also the
observability of a nonlinear system depends on the angular
velocities to be measured. For those reasons, the observer-
accelerometers design is chosen to cope with one extreme case
in which the angular velocities to be measured are constant.
In that case, equation (6) becomes static and we need to have
three outputs to ensure the rank of the observability matrix
of three mostly. Therefore, we determined the number of
observer-accelerometers is three.

3. Data processing

3.1. Noise channel

To mimic the real device in use and to determine the
sensing resolution for the gyro-free IMU, we implemented
noise signals along with each accelerometer measurement
in simulation. To be able to construct an observer for a
system contaminated by noise, the noise term is retrofit into
the governing equation and output equation, as shown in
equation (9). The covariance of noise in the governing

IMU
Governor equation

Nonlinear
Observer

Conv.
Matrix I

Conv. Matrix II

ww bb , 

o
bF

o
iF o

i V o
iR

  

 

  
 

 

mA

A1

on

o1

A

A
θ, ψ, ϕ

Integral

Integral

Integral

θ, ψ, ϕ

Figure 3. Data processing flow chart for coplanar gyro-free IMU.

equation and output equation can be obtained accordingly.


ẇ1

ẇ2

ẇ3


 = J−1(1 : 3, :)







...

w terms
...


 +




A1
...

A6


 +




nA1

...

nA6








Ao1

Ao2

Ao3


 = J ·

[
bẇ
bFo

]
+




bηT
o1 · (bw × (bw × bro1))

bηT
o2 · (bw × (bw × bro2))

bηT
o3 · (bw × (bw × bro3))


 +


nA7

nA8

nA9


 .

(9)

3.2. Nonlinear observers

A suitable closed-loop observer, an observer that can work
with a nonlinear system, is chosen for the subsequent data
processing. There are several nonlinear observer methods
available including: extended Kalman filter, Thau’s approach,
sliding observers, linearizable error dynamics, adaptive
observers, etc [14–16]. Most of those methods rely on a
nonlinear transformation to set up new system states for the
ease of subsequent data processing [15]. These approaches
are not applicable to our case since the nonlinear terms in
equations (6) and (7) are all of second order and it would
encounter sign problems during the nonlinear transformation.
In addition to that, the states noise contamination could be
amplified due to the nonlinear transformation. For that reason,
we chose the extended Kalman filter (EKF) method. The EKF
method is effective at noise reduction but it cannot guarantee
the convergence of state estimation even with the complicated
first- or second-order EKF method [17]. Finally, the iterative
EKF method is utilized to achieve both noise reduction and
states convergence.

3.3. Block diagram

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the data processing for
our observer-based IMU design. As shown in the diagram,
both the angular velocity (bw) and the force (bFo) represented
in the body frame are obtained by choosing a proper nonlinear
observer. The bw is first converted to the angular velocity along
with the direction of Euler angles for the track of Euler angles.
The Euler angles are then utilized to convert the dynamics
information represented in the body frame into the inertial
frame.
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Figure 4. States trajectories versus observability matrix for different configurations.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. States convergence versus observability matrix

Here, we show two design examples to illuminate the
connections between the observability matrix and states
estimation. These two designs both have seven accelerometers
(six system-accelerometers and one observer-accelerometer),
but they have different accelerometers configurations. The
first system has the following state equations,
ẇ1

ẇ2

ẇ3


 = C1 ·



A1
...

A6


 +


 w2w3

−w1w3

0.39w2
1 + 0.31w2

2 + 0.7w2
3 + 0.2w1w2




A7 = C2 ·




A1
...

A6


 + 1.08w2

1 + 0.65w2
2 + 1.73w2

3 − 1.14w1w2

(10)

and the second system:
ẇ1

ẇ2

ẇ3


 = C3 ·




A1
...

A6


 +


 w2w3

−w1w3

0




(11)

A7 = C4 ·




A1
...

A6


 − w2

1 + w2
3.

In this simulation, the trajectory to be followed is sinusoidal.
Therefore, as discussed previously, the observability matrices
of both systems do consist of infinite terms and the rank of
matrices are expected to be three even though there is only
one output in the system. For comparison purposes, we show
the numerical simulations of the first three row vectors in

the observability matrices in two systems along with states
trajectory. As shown in figure 4, configuration 1 tracks the
trajectory better than configuration 2, and the singular values
of the observability matrix in the first case are larger than
those in the second case. Although it shows a connection
between observability matrix and state convergence
in simulation, we have to point out that the magnitude of
singular values is not explicitly related to the observing speed
and accuracy. The principle of the iterative EKF method
tries to minimize the noise variance and state estimation error
iteratively. And its state estimation is done by the numerical
search on possible states combinations that minimize the
discrepancy between estimated output and measured output.
Since there are three states associated with single output in
the system, it cannot guarantee that the state estimation would
converge toward the correct values in each state estimation
phase.

4.2. A design example

Here we show a design example: the nine single-axis
accelerometers are distributed on a 4 inch diameter disc to form
a coplanar, gyro-free IMU. The location and sensing direction
of each accelerometer are listed in table 1. Accelerometers
1–6 are system-accelerometers and accelerometers 7–9 are
observer-accelerometers. The trajectories to be followed are:
three constant Euler angle rotation rates, 28.8◦ s−1, 36◦ s−1,
43.2◦ s−1 and three linear accelerations of 100 µg, 150 µg,
200 µg in the inertial frame. The noise incorporated in the
simulation is white noise, and without loss of generalities,
the noise associated with each accelerometer measurement
is assumed to have the same standard deviation of 10 µg.
The signal-to-noise ratio is about 10. The nine accelerometer
measurements along with the trajectory are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Nine single-axis accelerometer measurements along with the designated trajectory.

Table 1. Configuration of nine single-axis accelerometers.

Accelerometer
number Location brj (x, y, z) Sensing direction bηj (x, y, z)

1 r[cos(4π/9) sin(4π/9) 0] [cos(17π/18) sin(17π/18) 0]
2 r[cos(10π/9) sin(10π/9) 0] [cos(−7π/18) sin(−7π/18) 0]
3 r[cos(16π/9) sin(16π/9) 0] [cos(5π/18) sin(5π/18) 0]
4 r[cos(2π/9) sin(2π/9) 0] [0 0 1]
5 r[cos(8π/9) sin(8π/9) 0] [0 0 1]
6 r[cos(14π/9) sin(14π/9) 0] [0 0 1]
7 r[cos(6π/9) sin(6π/9) 0] [cos(7π/6) sin(7π/6) 0]
8 r[cos(12π/9) sin(12π/9) 0] [cos(−1π/6) sin(−1π/6) 0]
9 r[1 0 0] [1 0 0]

Figure 6 shows the angular velocities represented in the
body frame converge to their designated values. Thanks
to the Kalman filter, the standard deviation of estimated
angular velocities decreases along with the estimation time.
The standard deviation of angular velocities reaches 5 ×
10−5 rad s−1 after 2 s in simulation.

Figure 7 shows the linear accelerations represented in
the body frame converge to their designated values although
the output signals are noisy. The reason for this is that the
calculation of linear accelerations uses measurements from
accelerometers directly, and the noise associated with
accelerometer measurements bypasses the Kalman filter. The
standard deviations of a1, a2 are larger than that of a3 and
it is because the calculation of a1, a2 needs information
of angular velocity, while a3 does not. The calculation
of a3 uses measurements from three out-of-plane sensing
accelerometers only. As a consequence, the standard deviation
of a3 corresponds to (10 µg)/

√
3.

Figure 8 shows the convergence of Euler angles and their
designated values. As shown in the lower right plot, the error

accumulation due to pure integral operation is not noticeable
and in fact, the error converges and diverges at different time
segments. The first section of convergence is due to the fact
that the EKF algorithm quickly corrects the mismatch in initial
conditions. After that, the standard deviation of the angular
velocities keeps decreasing with the help of the EKF algorithm.
As a result, the error accumulation in orientation angles is
concealed by the decrease of the standard deviation of angular
velocities. The angle estimation error is of the order of
10−3 deg after 2 s of simulation.

Figure 9 shows angular velocities and linear accelerations,
represented in the inertial frame, converge to their designated
values.

4.3. Estimated sensing resolution

To find the sensing resolution of this IMU, we keep lowering
the magnitude of designated angular velocities and linear
accelerations while keeping the standard deviation of the
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Figure 6. Angular velocities represented in the body frame converge to their designated values.
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Figure 7. Linear accelerations represented in the body frame converge to their designated values.

incorporated noise the same. We found that the EKF
algorithm fails to track the designated trajectories at about
2◦ s−1 and linear acceleration fails simultaneously. Therefore,
we determine the sensing resolution for the system is 2◦ s−1

for the angular velocity and 10 µg for the linear acceleration.
The EKF algorithm fails to identify the slow angular motion
due to the fact that the resulting accelerometer measurements
are even smaller than the magnitude of the noise present
in accelerometer measurements. This simulation outcome

corresponds to the sensing resolution predicted by the
following simple relation between linear acceleration and
angular velocity: A ≡ rw2, where A is the linear acceleration,
r is the radius of the measurement unit and w is the angular
velocity. From this equation, we obtain the sensing resolution
for angular velocity ≈2.5◦ s−1 for the same design. As
suggested by this simple relation, increasing the size of the
measurement unit is one effective way to improve the sensing
resolution of angular velocity.
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Figure 8. Euler angles converge to their designated values.
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Figure 9. Angular velocities and linear accelerations, represented in the inertial frame, converge to their designated values.

4.4. Possible applications

Currently, there are various types of inertial sensors deployed
in cars to facilitate advanced functionalities including: active
suspension, air bag, anti-lock brakes, anti-skid system, etc
[9]. The inertial sensors qualified for those applications are
usually classified as automotive-grade inertial sensors and
their sensing resolutions are in the range of 10–100 mg for

acceleration measurement and 0.1–1◦ s−1 for angular rate
measurement [18]. Our tentative IMU design has a sensing
resolution roughly within this range and could be tailored to
meet these performance requirements.

Due to the complexity of the car dynamics, most of the car
functionalities require multiple inertial sensors to accomplish
one task; meanwhile one kind of inertial sensor can be found
in various functionality units simultaneously. Let us take an
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Table 2. The dynamic response of a car maneuvering.

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical
acceleration acceleration acceleration Yaw rate Roll rate

Range ±50g ±3g ±5g ±100◦ s−1 ±300◦ s−1

example of a car that is equipped with rollover prevention
[19] and yaw stability [20] systems: the rollover prevention
sub-system utilizes four inertial sensors to measure lateral
acceleration, vertical acceleration and roll rate, and the yaw
stability sub-system utilizes two inertial sensors to measure
lateral acceleration and yaw rate. Therefore, at least one of
the lateral acceleration sensors is redundant in this case. As
motivated by this example, we expect that the proposed IMU
would have a great use along the development of advanced car
systems in future. The proposed IMU can replace multiple
sensors existing in a car nowadays and perform the integrated
measurement for the six DOF motions of a car to enable
multiple advanced functionalities.

The dynamic performance of a car maneuvering is listed
in table 2 for [9, 18–20].

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel design of coplanar gyro-free
IMU that consists of seven to nine single-axis accelerometers,
and combined with the iterative EKF algorithm, it can be
utilized to perform the six DOF measurements for an object
in motion. The main advantages of this design over other
gyro-free IMU designs are: (1) the outputs of the proposed
gyro-free IMU are three angular velocities (in pitch, yaw,
roll directions) and three linear accelerations (in the X, Y

and Z directions). As a consequence, the subsequent signal
processing can use less integral operation and thus can alleviate
the drifting problem. (2) The single-axis accelerometers
employed in the proposed IMU system are all situated on the
same plane. Therefore, they can be in situ fabricated by micro
fabrication techniques. The fabrication and assembly cost are
greatly reduced. In addition to those advantages, we also
show that the minimum number of single-axis accelerometers
needed in the coplanar gyro-free IMU is 7–9, depending on
the content of the angular velocity to be measured. Nine
single-axis, linear accelerometers are needed when the angular
velocities to be measured are constant. The iterative EKF state
estimation algorithm is a suitable state-estimation algorithm
in this design and it can successfully track down the angular
velocities as well as improve sensing accuracy when the
accelerometer measurements are contaminated by noise. The
angular velocity sensing resolution is dictated by the sensing
resolution of employed accelerometers as well as the size
of the measurement unit. In a design example, we show
that the sensing resolution is 2◦ s−1 for the angular velocity
and 10 µg for the linear acceleration when nine single-
axis accelerometers, each with 10 µg sensing resolution, are
deployed on a 4 inch diameter disc. Also, with help from the
iterative EKF algorithm, the angle estimation error is 10−3 deg
after 2 s.

Appendix A. The stability of the coplanar, gyro-free
IMU system

The governing equation of a gyro-free IMU is stated in
equation (6). With the coplanar configuration, the governing
equation can be simplified as follows,


bẇ1
bẇ2
bẇ3


 = (J T J )−1J T (1 : 3, :)




A1
...

Am




+




bw2
bw3

−bw1
bw3

c1
bw2

1 + c2
bw2

2 + (c1 + c2)
bw2

3 + c3
bw1

bw2


 (A.1)

where c1, c2, c3 are determined by the location and sensing
direction of the employed system-accelerometers. After
linearizing at an equilibrium point, the equation above can
be written as follows,
δẇ1

δẇ2

δẇ3




=

 0 w3o w2o

−w3o 0 −w1o

2c1w1o + c3w2o 2c2w2o + c3w1o 2c1w3o + 2c2w3o




×

δw1

δw2

δw3


 + HOT, (A.2)

where the upper script b is ignored for the representation
clarity. The characteristic equation related to the above state
matrix is

λ3 + λ2(−2(c1 + c2)w3o) + · · · . (A.3)

As shown in (A.3), the coefficient of the second term would
vary with different equilibrium points, no matter how we chose
the accelerometer configuration. Therefore, the stability of
the coplanar, gyro-free IMU system depends on the angular
velocities to be measured.

Appendix B. Sensing direction of the
observer-accelerometer

According to equation (3), any out-of-plane sensing
accelerometer, located at (x, y, z) = (rix, riy, 0), would have
the output of the following:

Aj = [rjy rjx 0 0 0 1] =
[

ẇ

Fo

]
+ wT


0 0 rjx

0 0 rjy

0 0 0


w

= J (j, :)

[
ẇ

Fo

]
+ wT �jw. (B.1)

Let the outputs of three system-accelerometers, which perform
the out-of-plane sensing, be denoted as Ai,Ai+1, Ai+2 and their
respective row vectors in the J matrix be J (i, :), J (i + 1, :),
J (i + 2, :). Since the out-of-plane sensing accelerometers can
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provide, at most, three linearly independent row vectors for the
J matrix, any other out-of-plane sensing accelerometer, Ao,
can have its related J (o, :) represented as a linear combination
of the previous three row vectors in J .

Ao = J (o, :)

[
ẇ

Fo

]
+ wT �ow

=

J T (i : i + 2, :)


α1

α2

α3







T [
ẇ

Fo

]
+ wT �ow


α1

α2

α3


 = (J (i : i + 2, :)J T (i : i + 2, :))−1J (i : i + 2, :)J T (o, :)

(B.2)

After cranking in the relations of αi in (B.2) into (B.1),
the output of out-of-plane sensing accelerometer, other than
system-accelerometers, becomes

Ao = α1Ai + α2Ai+1 + α3Ai+2. (B.3)

The angular velocity terms disappeared in (B.3) as compared
to equation (7). This implies that the observer-accelerometers
must be in-plane sensing accelerometers.
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